compounds has two values, and he comes to the conclusion that it has the value 335 where the oxygen is attached to a carbon atom by a double linking, but 2*76 in hydroxyl and where the oxygen is united to two other atoms.* This is deduced from experimental data: but there are other results which present difficulties. Thus the refraction of no substance is more certainly known than those of water, wood spirit, and alcohol. But the oxygen in H20 (5*9) appears to have the higher number 3'3, notwithstanding its union to two atoms of hydrogen, while in CH40 (13T), C2H60 (208), as well as higher alcohols, and the diatomic ethene alcohol, C2H40 2 (23*7), and the triatomic glycerol, C3H80 3 (33'9), the oxygen is not 2*76, but 2*9 or 3'0, the numbers originally assigned to this element.
And again expanding in term s of b, and equating coefficients of bm, we shall have I d x f^n , m, c . . x')=<fi2(n, m, ;And thus we may proceed in general un til we arrive a t a sim ple dej finite integral containing only one a rb itra ry constant and the indices |s §j m, . . . Conversely we m ay obtain a com plicated definite integral in m any cases from a simple one, by m ultiplying it by constants raised to th e powers of certain quantities contained as indices in the integral, as signing successive values to those indices, and th en sum m ing the r e sulting series. Thus the integral (123),
_7T
\*dQ c s 0^ c o s^(/3 + cos ta n 0) -\ sin 0 sin ta n 0 J0 C°S (1 + 2/3 cos tan 6 + /32) (X.2 sin2 0 + yu,2 cos2 0 )' was obtained from the definite integral 12cos n~l6 d 0 cos (c ta n 0 + ( n -1)0) Jo by a process of double sum m ation. These considerations show us w hy the m ethod of sum m ation is of such g rea t im portance in the evalua tion of definite integrals.
I now hope to prove, as I stated in th e last paper, th a t every fu n c tion of an algebraical m agnitude m ay be regarded as a centre from which systems of definite integrals em anate in all directions like rays from a star, in such a m anner th a t th e value of each integral is equivalent to the original function transform ed by a know n symbcfl.
Let f ( x ) = A 0+
A-\X+ A 2jb2 + A3!b8 ------------------y ( 6_2i -1) . e-2Jr+
• . (140) 
